
 

New study predicts worsening dengue spread
in Mexico and Brazil

June 10 2024, by Gabrielle Giroday

  
 

  

Spatiotemporal distribution of reported dengue-invaded municipalities (Mexico:
1995-2019, Brazil 2001–2019). Distribution of reported dengue-invaded
municipalities over space (A, C) and time (B, D) for Mexico (A, B) and Brazil
(C, D). A municipality is defined as invaded in the year it first exceeds an
optimized cumulative incidence threshold (2 cases per 100,000 residents in
Mexico, 20 cases per 100,000 residents Brazil, see “Methods” section). Source of
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Administrative boundaries: The Global Administrative Unit Layers (GAUL)
dataset, implemented by FAO within the CountrySTAT and Agricultural Market
Information System (AMIS) projects. Credit: Nature Communications (2024).
DOI: 10.1038/s41467-024-48465-0

Brazil and Mexico may be affected by a much greater spread of dengue
in the years to come, according to a new study from the University of
Toronto's Temerty Faculty of Medicine.

The research, published in Nature Communications, used geospatial
machine learning models to map out the future spread of dengue in the
two countries until 2039 using data related to regional environmental
factors as well as historical data on human population mobility.

The model predicted that the percentage of municipalities affected by
dengue will rise from 76 to 97% in Brazil and from 55 to 91% in
Mexico, which the study notes is "a more extensive and rapid expansion"
than previously thought.

"COVID-19 has brought emerging infectious diseases to the forefront of
public discussion. The pandemic is a reminder of the profound harm
emerging infectious diseases have on health systems," says the study's
first author Vinyas Harish, an MD/Ph.D. student at Temerty, post-
graduate affiliate at the Vector Institute for Artificial Intelligence and
clinical clerk at Unity Health Toronto.
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-024-48465-0


 

  

Predicted year of dengue invasion. Predicted year of invasion for Mexico (A–C)
and Brazil (D–F) since the beginning of national dengue surveillance (Mexico:
1995–2019, Brazil 2001–2019). A, D give raw municipality-level predictions
while B, E summarize spread trends using thin-plate splines. C, F show smoothed
trends of model residuals where brown colors show areas where dengue was
reported before predicted (or never predicted- assigned the value −5) by the
model and green vice versa. Source of Administrative boundaries: The Global
Administrative Unit Layers (GAUL) dataset, implemented by FAO within the
CountrySTAT and Agricultural Market Information System (AMIS) projects.
Credit: Nature Communications (2024). DOI: 10.1038/s41467-024-48465-0

Dengue is a viral infection, spread to humans by mosquitoes, that affects
100 to 400 million people each year in tropical and subtropical climates.

While some people experience mild symptoms, for others, dengue can
lead to much more serious outcomes like hospitalization or death. No
specific treatment for dengue exists, says the World Health
Organization, and there was a global spike in cases in 2023, which led to
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international concern about the surging numbers.

For the study, researchers—who included Professor Kamran Khan and
Associate Professor Isaac Bogoch from Temerty's department of
medicine—developed and validated their models by looking at more
than 8,000 municipalities in Brazil and Mexico over 25 years. They also
integrated insights from historical outbreak records, climate change
projections and evolutionary history of viral genetic sequences.

The researchers say they believe it's the first time, to their knowledge,
"that spatial models of disease spread have informed origins, pathways
and future projections of an emerging infectious disease."

The paper—led by Oliver Brady of the London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine—involved researchers from Canada, the United
States, Australia, England, Brazil and Mexico.

Researchers say they hope the findings of the paper help with
understanding other emerging infectious diseases, and the best ways of
combating the spread of dengue in the future.

  More information: Vinyas Harish et al, Human movement and
environmental barriers shape the emergence of dengue, Nature
Communications (2024). DOI: 10.1038/s41467-024-48465-0
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